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Abstract. Actually, the side bearings of constant contact cabs are installed on freight cars of new
design railroad gage of 1520 mm. Parameters of side bearing elastic elements have significant
effect on dynamic behavior of the car and traffic safety. The article is devoted to comparison of
side bearing of standard (rigid, shim) design body and bearings of constant contact by means of
computer modeling.
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1. Introduction
For over than 50 years freight cars are operated on model 18-100 bogies which initially have
been designed under an axial load of 22.5 t. During this time the axial load has been increased to
23.5 t without making any serious modifications into bogie design [1, 2]. However, since
increasing in axle loading the mode of bogies became different from rated mode and number of
constructive shortcomings which caused emergence of significant forces in a zone of contact of a
wheel and a rail, to intensive and uneven abrading of friction pairs, insufficiently damped
fluctuations of the car in the movement [3, 4]. Within the last 10 years many research and design
organizations solve this issue by creation of freight cars of new generation with the raised axial
loads and the increased between-repairs run [5-8]. The main constructive decisions applied by the
car-building industry during creation of bogies of new generation it is use of elastic adapters
between an axle box and a sidewall, elastic and tight roller of side bearing of constant contact,
bilinear spring suspension, etc. The present article considers the influence of existence of side
bearing of constant contact on forces arising between nodes of the bogie and a body on traffic
safety of the freight car and therefore on abrading in wheel and rail system [9-11]. It is known a
few works devoted to impact assessment of side bearings of constant contact and their parameters
on dynamics of the freight car [12-15]. Therefore, it should be noted the fact that the simulation
model of side bearings of constant contact considering its constructional features is described for
the first time.
2. Materials and methods
Key parameters of elastic side bearings of constant contact are vertical and longitudinal rigidity
of an elastic element [1]. Nowadays on the railroads of Russia and the CIS countries three main
types of side bearing of a carriage body differing in the characteristic of an elastic component in
the vertical have gained distribution:
1) Standard rigid with a gap (bogies of model 18-100) – (Fig. 1(a));
2) Elastic with a preliminary inhaling (bogies of model 18-194, 26V.502, etc.) – (Fig. 1(b));
3) Elastic rolling with a preliminary inhaling (bogies of model 18-578, etc.) - (Fig. 1(c)).
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wherein – power; Δ – deformation; Δ – preload; Δ – gap; , ,
– rigidity of standard
bearer of the elastic element and roller of elastic bearer relevantly.
The simulation techniques used in this article have been prepared by the “Universal
Mechanism” program complex [2]. The elastic component of a damper of a side bearing is carried
out in the form of the nonlinear power characteristic with preliminary loading (Fig. 2).

a)

b)
c)
Fig. 1. Specifications of elastic components of side bearings in vertical

Fig. 2. Description of elastic component of the bearer

In Fig. 2 the following legends are adopted: Δ – preload pressure deformation; – point’s
value on abscissa; ′ = Δ – . The element works only when 0 < < < < .
The abscissa characteristic difference, indicated in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 appeared due to power
component work direction.
In this paper the power characteristic of a damper of carriage body side bearing of model
18-578 described in [3] is accepted.
The dissipative component of a power element is set in the form of expression:
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where
– the element length on timepoint;
– speed of change of element length;
– element length by the beginning of modeling;
Δ – deformation of preliminary loading;
– dissipation coefficient; heavi – Hevisayd’s function which is given below:
=

0,
1,

< 0,
≥ 0.

(2)

For example, if = 94 of mm and Δ = 22 mm, then at ≤ 116 of mm of fluctuation fade,
otherwise expression Eq. (1) will be equal to zero, that is the element works only for compression.
Also, it should be noted that expressions in brackets in Eq. (1) are dimensionless and are intended
for control of work of dissipative element.
Along with vertical rigidity of an elastic element the behavior of the car has significant effect
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on dynamic longitudinal rigidity of a side bearing of a body of constant contact [4].
We will consider the settlement scheme of definition of the resistance moment to turn arising
in a thrust bearing and side bearing in the course of turn of the bogie relatively to carriage
body (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Design circuit of definition of the resistance moment
to turn arising in mounting center of the body on the bogie

The total moment of resistance arising between basic surfaces of a body and the bogie in the
course of turn of a truck bolster relevantly to the body, in the absence of transfer of a body,
identical deformation of elastic elements of side bearing and lack of longitudinal gaps between a
cap and the case of a support, can be determined by expression:
=
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(3)

where
– friction coefficient between center block and a thrust bearing; – internal radius of a
thrust bearing basic surface, ; R – external radius of a thrust bearing basic surface, ;
– vertical rigidity of an elastic element of a side bearing, H/m; ∆ – vertical deformation of an
elastic element of the support, m; – sliding friction coefficient between a cap of a side bearing and
– distance from the center of a thrust
a side bearer of the body; – weight of a body, ;
bearing to a side bearing, .
We will consider the scheme of emergence of friction forces between a cap of bearer and
reciprocal part of bearer on a body in the presence of a gap between a cap and the case of a support
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Design of power influencing on the cap of side bearing;
1 – cap of side bearing; 2 – body of supports; 3 – elastic element
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From the Fig. 4 it is obvious that in order of joint movement of the cap of support and the body
(at 0 < ∆ ), it is necessary to execute the following:
<
,
⋅Δ ⋅ <

(4)

⋅Δ ,

where – coefficient of friction of coupling between a cap of a side bearing and a side bearer of
– horizontal rigidity of an elastic element of a side bearing, H/m; ∆ – horizontal
a body;
deformation of an elastic element of the support, m.
If conditions Eq. (4) aren’t satisfied, then support cap shift concerning the bearer of body
doesn't occur. At the same time, instead of friction forces between a cap of a support and bearer
body, resistance to turn is shown by the elastic force caused by horizontal deformation of an elastic
element of the side bearing [5]. In this case, the total moment of resistance arising in the course of
turn of a truck bolster is defined by expression:
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From comparison of the Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) it is obvious that in case of non-satisfaction of
conditions, Eq. (4), the total moment of resistance to rotation shall diminish to value:
Δ

= 2⋅

⋅

⋅Δ ⋅

−

⋅Δ .

(6)

At the same time, it is obvious that to turn of expression Eq. (6) to zero it is needed zero
expression equality in brackets that allows receiving expression for the minimum horizontal
rigidity of an elastic element of a side bearing:
=

⋅Δ ⋅
Δ

.

(7)

It is obvious from formula analysis Eq. (7) that the exception of change of the moment of
resistance to turn of truck bolster within enough small ∆ values requires rather great value of
horizontal rigidity [6].
Contact interaction of a roller with insert and the corpus is realized by means of contact
elements a circle surface which imitates swings of one body on the second and a point plane
(Fig. 5(a)). The gap Δ у is provided in the cross plane between the body of the bearer and a roller
(Fig. 5(b)).

a)
b)
Fig. 5. The scheme of contact interaction of the roller with an insert and the bearer body
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The distance in a free state from the level of reciprocal part of bearer to the basic plane of the
bearer body ℎ is equal to 146 mm, and the distance of ℎ is equal to 116 mm. In position under
the body the elastic element is deformed and sinks at a size ∆ which in size is equal to a
pretightness Δ Eq. (1). When ∆ ≥ 30 mm, the gap between a roller and reciprocal part of a cap
∆ becomes isolated and occurs contact interaction (Fig. 6). This power interaction has been
simulated by two separate contact planes for each body (a cap and a roller) modeling
communication of a roller and a cap with a body. These planes are independent from each other
[7, 8]. To support these two planes at one level in mathematical model ∆ identifiers and ∆ are
used. The gap between a roller and bearer reciprocal part of cab underframe ∆ depends on the
size of abrading of the bearer of cab underframe. As ∆ = 30 mm in a free state, the gap under
loading is equal ∆ = ∆ − ∆ . For example, if ∆ = 22 mm, then deformation of a damper
makes 22 mm and therefore ∆ = 8 mm.

Fig. 6. The scheme of contact interaction of bearer elements and body in the vertical plane, where
1 – contact points on a cap; 2 – the contact plane on the bearer of cab underframe; 3 – contact circle

3. Simulation results
Modeling consisted of two stages:
– modeling of angular fluctuations of the body on truck bolster for the purpose of an
assessment of forces, the arising places of body contact and truck bolster;
– modeling the movement of the freight car on sites of a way with direct and curve
macrogeometry.
Static fluctuations were set by angular fluctuations of a half of a body as solid body, in the
form of harmonic functions of angular movements around axes of coordinates of and (Fig. 7):
=−
=−

⋅ sin
⋅ sin

⋅
⋅

,
.

(8)
(9)

Fig. 7. Scheme of annexing of angular fluctuations to the body

It should be noted that the vertical axis
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when modeling coincided with an axis of center pivot and the truck bolster has been rigidly fixed,
that is we ignore fluctuations of truck bolster on springs [9, 10].
When modeling to the analysis the following dependences were plunged:
– . friction forces on center bowl from time (separately for rigid (standard) and elastic
bearer);
in contact of a cap of bearer of constant contact, a standard bearer
– vertical reactions of
and roller with a body from vertical movement of a cap and in time [11-12].
The parameters of bearer of constant contact used in the course of modeling are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of constant contact bearer
No.

Parameter

1

Compressive stiffness of the elastic element (in vertical)
Static deflection of elastic element at positioning under the
carriage body (deformation of preload pressure)
Preliminary loading (starting stitch)
Fraction coefficient between bearer points (steel on steel)
Gap between roller and cap at positioning under the carriage body
Lateral rigidity of elastic element

2
3
4
5
6

Measurement
unit
МN/m

Meaning
0.91

mm

22

kN
–
mm
МN/m

20
0.3
8
5.00

From Fig. 8 it is visible that friction forces in contact points on a thrust bearing for bearer of
constant contact are about 67 % lower, than for rigid bearer. It proves the fact that use of bearer
of constant contact leads to reduction of the friction forces moments in knot a center pivot-thrust
bearing, therefore, to reduction of their abrading due to transfer of part of the moment on the
bearer [13].

Fig. 8. Friction forces in contact points on thrust bearing in time

The size of normal reaction in rigid bearer also much more, than at elastic bearer of constant
contact. It, first of all, is caused by existence of a gap in rigid bearer that leads to emergence of
blow between them (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Normal reactions in contact of bearers of the bogie and carriage body
= 9.42 rad/sec,
= 0.01 rad)
(
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Also, it is necessary to pay attention that normal reaction to surfaces of a cap of the bearer
without gaps begins with the size of preliminary loading.
As it was already noted above, this mathematical model allows to model rollers the elastic
rolly bearer. To estimate influence of a roller on forces arising between a body and a truck bolster
modeling at fluctuations of a body of rather vertical and longitudinal axes at the same time was
=
= 18.84 rad/sec;
=
= 0.02 rad.
made, at
From Fig. 9. it is visible that force of reaction to circles 2 arises owing to short circuit of a gap
between a roller and a cap and it is more, than on a circle 1 as at turn of a body of rather longitudinal
axis after the choice of a gap in 8 mm, the bearer on the carriage body will adjoin to a circle 2 in
the beginning, and then already to a circle of 1 (Fig. 10, 11).

Fig. 10. Dependence of the reaction on the roller from the turn angle
=
= 18.84 rad/sec,
=
= 0.02 rad

Fig. 11. Arrangement of contact circles

Simulating of the movement of the freight car with rigid bearer and bearer of constant contact
on direct and curve sites of a way was the following stage.
As the estimated indicators angles of rotation of a truck bolster of the first in the direction of
the bogie and the moment of friction forces between a cap of a bearer of constant contact and
bearers on the carriage body have been accepted. If angles of rotation of a truck bolster show
intensity of wagging of bogies of empty cars in direct sites of a way, then the friction moments
between a cap of an elastic bearer and bearers on a body exert impact on the efforts arising between
a wheel and a rail at the movement of the loaded car on a curve [14].
As the twisting movement is most actively shown at high speeds of the movement, modeling
was carried out at a speed of 120 km/h. The results of modeling are presented in the form of angles
of rotation of truck bolster of the bogie in Fig. 12-14:

Fig. 12. Turning angles of truck bolster of the bogie with standard bearer
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Fig. 13. Turning angles of truck bolster of bogies with elastic bearers

Fig. 14. Turning angles of truck bolster of the bogie with elastic and rolling bearers

Apparently from oscillograms the angles of wagging of truck bolsters of bogies from bearer
of constant contact at a speed of 120 km/h is 3.5 times less than bogies with standard bearer.
4. Conclusions
It, first of all, is caused by the fact that in mathematical models longitudinal degree of freedom
and longitudinal rigidity of an elastic element of a bearer are considered. It is defining in decrease
in angles of bogies wagging under an empty body. For the purpose of an assessment of influence
of existence of a roller for the friction moments between a cap of an elastic bearer and bearer on
a body computer modeling of the movement of the loaded car on curve = 350 m with an
eminence of 130 mm has been carried out [15].
So, in Fig. 15-16 oscillograms of the moments of friction forces arising between caps of
external bearer and a body in the longitudinal direction which interfere with turn of bogies under
a body are shown.

Fig. 15. Oscillogram of the friction power moment on the left cap of
the bearer the first on bogie movement
© JVE INTERNATIONAL LTD. ISSN PRINT 2335-2124, ISSN ONLINE 2424-4635, KAUNAS, LITHUANIA
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Fig. 16. Oscillogram of the friction power moment on the left cap of
the bearer the second on bogie movement

From oscillograms of the moments of friction forces arising between a body and caps of bolster
in the longitudinal direction for a site without roughness’s it is visible that existence of the roller
mechanism promotes reduction of the moments of friction forces interfering turn of bogies under
a body and by that reduce probability of a running on of wheels on rails. As a result of simulation
modeling it is revealed that elastic bearer of constant contact promotes reduction of the twisting
movement of freight cars in the empty mode, due to longitudinal rigidity of an elastic element of
a side bearing. Existence of the roller established parallel to an elastic bearer allows reducing the
moment of friction forces between a body and caps of the bearer interfering turn of bogies under
a body and by that reduce probability of a descent of wheel couples from rails in transitional
curves. The imitating model developed by authors of article elastic and the elastic rolling of bearer
of constant contact can be used for an assessment of influence of technical parameters of bearer
(vertical and longitudinal rigidity of an elastic element, gaps between the case, a cap and a roller,
properties of contact elements, etc.) on dynamics of the car, traffic safety and abrading in system
a wheel-rail.
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